A two stage algorithm is presented in this paper to design optimal M-band orthonormal wavelets of compact support for signal de-noising. A cost function d (.,.). suitable for the signal de-noising, is minimized to select the optimal basis. A parameterized representation of wavelet bases is used to constrain the values and reduce the number of independent parameters with the freedom of choice of basis. The complexity regularization criterion is used to broaden the search range for the optimal wavelet basis. Simulation results are presented to illustrate the efficacy of the proposed scheme.
INTRODUCTION
Extracting useful information about a signal from an observed random process is one of the most essential goals of statistical estimation. The extracted information, obtained by using some auxiliary knowledge about the random process, may either completely characterize the signal itself or specify some useful parameters of the signal related to the given problem (e.g. transient detection). Like numerous other studies, the problem of extraction of an unknown signal contaminated with Gaussian noise is the center of focus in this paper.
Recently wavelet bases have emerged as unconditional orthogonal bases for a large class of smoothness spaces. The formalization of wavelet coefficient thresholding for de-noising of deterministic signals embedded in additive Gaussian noise was first reported in [ 131 by relying on the sparseness of wavelet coefficients for deterministic signals. Signal estimation is then performed by discarding the wavelet coefficients below a predetermined threshold value.
Any given wavelet basis may not be optimally adapted to a particular signal mixed with noise, particularly with signals having high frequency components (e.g. sharp transients). This points to the fact that a universal wavelet basis is practically beyond reach and it is necessary to select a wavelet basis optimally adapted to the signal at hand.
An entropy based adaptive basis search method was proposed in [SI, [9] and [IO] . Due to non-accountability of 0-7803-7057-010 1 /$ 10.00 0200 1 IEEE. the statistical properties of noise, the performance of this method is highly variable. An optimal basis search method over a library of wavelets by using the Minimum Description Length (MDL) [4] principle was proposed in [I 13 . In our earlier work [12] , we proposed a method of finding the optimal basis over the space of N-tap 2-band wavelets. In this paper, we extend and generalize our previous work to design of optimal M-band orthonormal wavelet of compact support for signal de-noising.
In the first stage of the algorithm, we use parameterization of M-band orthonormal wavelets of compact support to bound the values and reduce the numbers of independent parameters. We then use the method of simulated annealing to find the "optimal" wavelet which minimizes the cost function while the number of FIR filter bank coefficients ( N ) or taps are kept fixed. We then form a library C of "optimal" wavelets over a range of values of N. In the second stage, we apply the principle of complexity regularization to select the "best" wavelet in C, spanning over a range of number of taps.
In Section 2, we briefly describe the scheme for parameterization, of M-band orthonormal wavelets of compact support, used in this paper. In Section 3, we state the relations of complexity regularization specific to our algorithm. In Section 4, we first formulate the generalized problem statement and then the specific problem signal de-noising is considered. We also explain the motivation for using the particular cost function for signal de-noising. Finally, we present the simulation results with discussions in Section 5.
PARAMETERIZATION OF M-BAND ORTHONORMAL WAVELETS
The M-band wavelet transform is a representation of a square integrable function f ( t ) in terms of a set of basis functions, obtained by dilutions and shifts of a single scaling function and (A4 -1) wavelet functions. The FIR filter bank coefficients {~i(n)>~>!!~~'~=~-~ for M-band orthonormal wavelet analysis filters satisfy the following conditions [I] : (i) C,co(n) = Jii?
. , and
The analysis filters of an M-band orthonormal wavelet transformation are related [ 11 as [Ho ( z ) , HI ( z ) , . . . , Pmot The number of independent parameters in each factor Vj ( z ) is hl -1 and the number of factors is K = $ -1.
Combining these two numbers we get the total number of independent parameters as K: = ($ -1 ) ( M -1) . 
COMPLEXITY REGULARIZATION
L(0,) = L(m) + L(Om(m) ,
(Y, W ( Y ) ) .
We assume $(.) to be a compactly supported M-band orthonormal wavelet and therefore $(.) and W ( . ) are completely characterized by the FIR filter bank coefficients {ci(n)}, satisfying conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) given in Section 2. .
In the first stage of the algorithm, by using Proposition 1 in Section 2, we determine the "optimal" wavelet given by
We use (3) repeatedly over a search range for K: = ($ -1)(M -1) to form a library C of "optimal" wavelets.
In the second stage, we apply the principle of complexity regularization to select the "best" wavelet in C. Let V$t,t,K: 
Optimal M-band Orthonormal Wavelet for 1-d Signal de-noising
We now consider the specific problem of I-d signal denoising. We assume that the observed data consists of a signal component and an additive Gaussian noise. Stage I: Determination of "oDtimal" wavelet: We select universal soft-threshold [6] in wavelet domain as the basic de-noising algorithm (W(.)). We use the square error as the distance function i.
One can recast (3) as
{Oil
We have used the simulated annealing method [3] to find the values of We form a library C of "optimal"
wavelets with varying length IC (consequently N ) for a given number of bands M by repeated applications of (5) over a search range.
Stage 11: Determination of the "best" wavelet: We use the simplified form of (4) to determine the "best" wavelet {eg."}in the library C by simplifying (1) further. The first term L(m) on the right hand side of (1) is constant if we assume each "optimal" wavelet is equally probable to be the ''hest'' wavelet. The second term on the right hand side of (1) is also constant since we know the range of each parameter @:pt. Consequently, (4) simplifies to (6) 
SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We have used an aperiodic wavelet transform [8] to avoid the boundary effects at signal edges. In all the simulations, we have applied universal soft-threshold for the three finest scales in wavelet transform domain with the value of X = 0.1. We present simulation results for two test signals namely "Sawtooth" and "Doppler", shown in Fig. 2(a) top and Fig. 2(c) top respectively. We demonstrate the proposed algorithm for 2 and 3 band wavelets. For 2-band the search range for N is from 4 to 14 and for 3-band it is from 6 to 15. "Sawtooth" is used as the test signal for 2-band case and "Doppler" is for the 3-band case. Fig. 2(a) middle and Fig. 2(c) middle show the iioisy versions of "Sawtooth" (SNR:24 db) and "Doppler" (SNR. 11.8 db) respectively.
We found that N = 4 for the "hest" wavelet for "Sawtooth". Fig. 2(a) bottom shows the de-noised "Sawtooth" (SNR:31.12 db) by using the 2-band "best" wavelet. The corresponding SNR is 29.1 ldb after de-noising "Sawtooth" with Daubechies 4-tap wavelet (D4) i.e. the "best" wavelet outperforms D4 by 2.01 db. Fig. 2(b) shows the shape of scale function for the "hest" wavelet for "Sawtooth".
We found that N = 12 for the ''hest'' wavelet for "doppler". In Fig. 2(c) bottom, we show the de-noised "Doppler" (SNR: 18.1 db) using the 3-band ''hest'' wavelet. Fig. 2(d) top, middle and bottom show the shapes of the scale, first wavelet and second wavelet function respectively for "best" wavelet for "Doppler".
In this paper, we have demonstrated that the "best" wavelet constructed by the proposed scheme can outperform a standard wavelet and the ''best'' wavelet can be signal specific. Logically, the next attempt would be to formulate a 3-tier best basis search strategy when the number of bands are also variable. (b) Shape of the "best" scale hnction used for de-noising "Sawtooth"
(c) De-noising of "Doppler"
(d) Shapes of the "best" scale and wavelet functions used for de-noising "Doppler" Fig. 2 
